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When people travel, whether that is for vacations or 

business, the food that they eat has a huge impact on 

their feelings about the destination. Many individuals 

search for buffets, restaurants, and cafes that are 

tourist attractions, but also places where the locals like 

to eat. When traveling to Myrtle Beach, S.C., 

travelers don’t have to look far.  

 

Just 3 miles outside of the main strip at 2920 Hollywood Dr. is Rioz Brazilian Steakhouse. The restaurant 

is open seven days a week from 4 p.m.-10 p.m. and encourages reservations. 

 

Arriving for Sunday dinner around 5 p.m., one will find a large crowd of people gathered outside waiting. 

Without a reservation, wait time typically averages close to two hours at any given time. Anyone who has 

dined here before though, will tell you that the time spent waiting is well worth it. 

 

Entering the restaurant, diners are greeted warmly from servers dressed in neat uniforms. The ambiance 

is relaxed with warm lighting and dark, neutral colors. The large restaurant allows plenty of open space to 

move freely and accommodate the many guests that come to dine. 

 

The restaurant offers a unique twist to menu options and dining. Monday-Saturday, guests eat for $37 per 

person (Sunday offers a reduced price at around $25).  

 

Guests start by filling their plates at the close to 40-item salad bar. The options are limitless—including 

salads with many lettuce, toppings, and dressing options, seafood, vegetables, cucumber and bean 
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salads, sushi, and even some hot items like rice and potatoes. Also at the table waiting for diners are hot 

rolls, fried bananas, fried polenta, and mashed potatoes. 

 

Once diners have had their filling of the salad bar (if they aren’t too full already), the real dining 

experience begins. Each diner is given his or her own personal “stoplight.” This is a card that is red on 

one side and green on the other. When a guest is looking to be served, they flip their card to green. 

Servers rush around the dining room each carrying large skewers of different types of meat. There are 

seventeen different types, including pork, chicken, sausage, sirloin, lamb and filet mignon among many 

others. Servers also bring around grilled cinnamon pineapple if guests have a sweet tooth.  

 

As long as the diner’s card is on green, servers will approach the table and offer what they have on their 

skewer. One the diner is full or ready for a break, they simply flip their card to red and the serving is 

paused.  

 

Customers enjoy the variety of slow roasted, charred meats that are filled with Brazilian seasoning. Each 

slice is warm, tender, and juicy – something that any food lover will admire. 

 

The salad bar and main dining experience are all you can eat. But, drinks and desserts are for an extra 

price, averaging about $10. 

 

Though a little pricey, the experience in itself is extraordinary and memorable. Even with a long wait time, 

the food is delicious and the ambiance in the restaurant itself is warm and inviting—perfect for a night out 

or celebrating special occasions. With an overall rating of 4 stars, there are very few restaurants that offer 

such a unique dining experience for guests. 

 

Interested in dining here? Guests may call (843) 839-0777 to make a reservation. 


